Fuel chip for chevy silverado

A 60 second plug-n-play install is all it takes to increase the performance and mileage of your
vehicle. The tuning improves the timing and boost pressure if your engine applies , all while
maintaining the vehicle warranty. The performance chip easily unplugs for emission testing and
diagnostic work. No modifications are required for your performance chip to work on your
vehicle. If you ever wish to return to your vehicle to stock form, simply unplug the performance
chip from the OBD2 port, and the factory ECU will resume with the original fuel map. Keep an
eye out for vehicle performance products offering impossible numbers with just a resistor. Our
Chevy Performance Chips combine the feel of a more powerful engine, with the economy of a
small motor. The performance chip loads new, pre-tuned and motor-specific fuel maps onto
your ECU, improving throttle response and overall performance of your Chevy. Does your
Chevy have aftermarket modifications? Not a problem with these performance chips. Chip Your
Car Performance Chips will adapt to your modifications and provide the tuning necessary for
your specific vehicle. All tunes are dyno and road tested to ensure optimal results. One of the
most potent ways to get extra power out of your car is with our Performance Chip. It gives you
more power and torque, in addition to improved gas mileage and a smoother, sweeter ride. But
the most common purpose for the performance upgrade is the added horsepower- Vroom
Vroom! So now, the rest is up to you: Are you wanting to save on gas, or looking to have a blast
behind some real power when you press that pedal? Maybe a bit of both! Whichever is your
flavor, have fun with it. You can now and again have your fun with the added power and boost,
and the rest of the time enjoy the smoother take off and overall driving experience. Total
installation time is typically 60 seconds or lessâ€”No mechanical experience or special tools are
required! For any questions, please reach out to our Technical Support by phone at Yes, in fact,
our Performance Chips are considered safer than factory chips. Our Performance Chips
improve the existing factory fuel map, thereby improving the overall efficiency of your vehicle
and the feeling of the drive. To get even more out of your car, adding our digital pedal throttle
controller makes an even bigger difference- giving you nine different programmed driving
modes to really get the most out of your Performance Chip. Your Performance Chip will start
working immediately after installation. However, it will require approximately driven miles to
fully sync the programming and communications with your vehicle. While a loss of any vehicle
warranty has never happened as a result of the installation of one of our performance chip
products, Chipyourcar. If you do have to bring your car into the dealer, simply remove the chip
when the car is OFF, and when you start the vehicle there will be no trace the chip was ever
plugged in there. Once you leave the Dealer, you can reinstall the Performance Chip and after
miles be back running at full optimization again. There is no need to monitor the lights as they
will likely dim after a short period of time. When it is time to improve the fuel efficiency of your
vehicle and gain MPG, a simple second installation will do the trick. Safely gain up to 60hp, and
up to 5 MPG in your vehicle, thanks to the improved engine efficiency. Our Performance Chips
work by sending a constant signal through your factory data sensor in your engine that your
engine control module ECM monitors. This signal triggers the factory ECM to optimize the fuel
mixture and timing curve to a more efficient balance. If the vehicle is turbo or supercharged, the
chip will also increase the boost pressure. The performance chip communicates with the
vehicle through the OBD2 Diagnostic Port and will start working the next time you start your
vehicle. Our Performance Chips are a low-cost alternative to expensive programmers and are an
innovative solution to improving the efficiency of your vehicle. Improve horsepower and gas
mileage with a simple plug-in performance chip, today! Performance Chips are the innovative
and affordable solution for increasing fuel efficiency and cost savings. Check out the cost
savings you can experience after one year, three years, and five years. This site uses cookies.
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